The Hampton High School Color Guard seeks an individual to tech during the 2017 outdoor season for
the marching band. If the individual seems to be a good fit, this position has the potential to transfer
into the “Assistant Director” position at the school for the 2017/2018 indoor season. Pay is relatively
average for the Pittsburgh area, and can be discussed during the interview process. Specific duties are
as follows:
2017 Marching Band Color Guard Tech:
Assist with technical instruction of dance, flag, and/or weapon (Not all areas of expertise are required,
but applicant should specify which they feel comfortable with)
Assist with cleaning choreography
Potential to fill “holes” in choreography (if applicant feels prepared)
Attend rehearsal twice a week during the summer, and/or during band camp, and/or twice a week in
the fall
2017/2018 Indoor Assistant Color Guard Director:
Assist with technical instruction of middle school and high school indoor program
‐ Middle school uses dance and flag
‐ High school uses dance, flag, rifle, and sabre
Assist with writing and cleaning choreography for middle school and high school indoor program
Attend the majority of practices/competitions throughout the season
‐ Two evenings + Saturday morning for the high school
‐ One evening + Saturday morning for the middle school
Occasionally the applicant will be requested to run a rehearsal on their own. In this case, we try to have
at least one additional tech available to help
Required/Preferred Skills:
MUST be able to obtain all PA Child Clearances
Should have a background in a scholastic/independent guard with an established training program
Preferred to have a background in dance and ALL pieces of equipment
Preferred applicant will have spun with at least two different programs, OR be able to demonstrate that
they have the capability to adapt to a new program’s training and/or choreography

To submit an application, request specifics for scheduling/salary, or ask other specific questions, please
contact the current color guard director at nowakch3@gmail.com. Applications should include a letter
of interest and a resume.

